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BRIGHTIDEAS

‘‘GREETINGS, Your Highness,”
the message began. “I had the
pleasure of dining in your

kingdom last night.”
Before writing an article about a dat-

ing Web site, I’d signed up for it in order
to vet its service. Once I was done writ-
ing about it, I left my profile up. (Newly
single, I figured it couldn’t hurt to see
what kind of excitement might turn up.)

Then, a slightly creepy note sailed
into my in-box.

“Funny how two discrete online iden-
tities can so easily intersect by happen-
stance,” it read. 

My digital admirer said he’d recog-
nized me from a different site, Four-
square, the mobile social network that
lets users broadcast their whereabouts
to friends. It awards virtual mayorships
to the most frequent patrons of bars and
restaurants; I’d claimed the crown at a
sushi restaurant. When my admirer
checked into the joint with Foursquare,
a notification declaring my status as
mayor popped up, along with my photo
and name.

Being contacted by a stranger didn’t
alarm me; that’s part of the beauty of
sites like Twitter and Facebook, which
can help shape new relationships
around common interests and friends.
But the unexpected addition of romance
threw me for a loop. I wasn’t sure how
to proceed. Should I meet the man for a
drink? I polled my friends.

“NO!” came one shrieking response
via text; another friend shrugged, won-
dering why I was troubled about being
unmasked. After all, I live online with
few qualms. Facebook and Twitter, plus
Foursquare, Tumblr and Instagram, are
just the tip of the iceberg. Still, I wasn’t
expecting fragments of my online per-
sona to collide in such a jarring way. I’d
left out specifics about myself, first to
observe that dating site undetected,
then to reinvent myself as an eligible
bachelorette.

In the end, I didn’t go on the date. I
wanted to introduce myself to a hand-
some stranger at my own pace, rather
than be exposed in one fell swoop. I
couldn’t reconcile the tectonic imbal-
ance in power and information that
came with the note: He knew so much
about me, and I knew nothing about
him. 

But the experience raised a question I
haven’t been able to shake. As digital
identities become increasingly persist-
ent across the Web, is it still possible to

reinvent oneself online?
“We are all going through the uncom-

fortable experience of discovering just
how much information about ourselves
that we put out there,” said Ethan Zuck-
erman, a researcher at the Berkman
Center for Internet and Society at Har-
vard, who studies online expression and
the digital world. “As we casually go
about our business, we are leaking all
kinds of data that someone can piece
back together.” 

Such discomforting clashes between
the lives we lead online and those we
lead away from the keyboard are likely
to grow in frequency. But there could be
bigger issues here than wanting to keep
a dating profile discreet, Mr. Zucker-
man said, like struggling to protect the
identity of a political whistle-blower or a
victim of abuse. Retaining anonymity
becomes more challenging as the Web
populace becomes more interconnect-
ed. 

“Staying under the radar is very hard
to do while using the full features of the
Web,” he said. The challenge, he said, is
to understand how technology can coax
users into sharing more than they
might otherwise. 

Companies that do business online in-
creasingly tailor their sites to individual

users. Netflix, Amazon and Pandora all
note your preferences to make their
services more useful. The same goes for
Facebook and Google, which digest
clicking and browsing behavior to cus-
tomize links and information you see,
based on the information you share. 

“The future of the Web is
to personalize,” said Amit
Kapur, the chief executive
of Gravity, a start-up in San-
ta Monica, Calif. “It’s driv-
ing a paradigm shift that
will change the Web from
theirs to ours to yours.”

Gravity, a tool that
“mines your interests from
Facebook and Twitter to
present things from around
the Web to you,” is tweaking
its software, he said, with
the aim of performing func-
tions like delivering improved restau-
rant recommendations and powering
personalized news readers. Such serv-
ices help companies customize adver-
tising for Web consumers. 

That may be fine for businesses, but
what do we lose when we can’t mutate
and molt through online personas?
There’s something deliciously freeing
about shedding one’s self to don a shiny

new identity. It’s why vast multiuser
online games like World of Warcraft
have flourished and why the anony-
mous video-chatting site Chatroulette
catapulted in popularity. 

The most common case against ano-
nymity is that it gives rise to bad behav-

ior online, allowing a docile
Web denizen to slip from a
Dr. Jekyll into a Mr. Hyde.
And while this is a real
problem, some advocates of
Web anonymity, like Chris-
topher Poole, the founder of
an online community called
4chan, say people should be
able to separate their online
and offline identities. 

“There is always a need,”
he said, “to be able to enter
into a conversation and
have your contribution

judged for its merit and not who you
are.” 

Mr. Poole and some other entrepre-
neurs are trying to build some layers of
anonymity back into the Web. He says
he’s doing that with a new company,
Canvas Networks, that will experiment
with an online community that will al-
low some identity concealment. Others
are creating tools and carving out areas

on the Web to preserve discretion. For
example, a tool called Disconnect dis-
ables third-party tracking while Web
surfing. And a search engine called
DuckDuckGo does not collect browsing
history or any personal identifiable in-
formation, its creators say. 

B. J. Fogg, a psychologist at Stanford,
suggests that in the future, people will
not move about the Web undetected or
swap identities as easily as a Halloween
costume.

“People are not going to go back from
disclosing everything and living out
their lives online,” he said, adding that
an evolutionary shift toward greater
online openness is under way.

“The genie is out of the bottle,” he
said.

Maybe Mr. Fogg is right, and the de-
mands of a digital lifestyle have set a
larger cultural transition into motion.
But there is something of a covert re-
sistance afoot, the fringes of which I can
see on the Facebook page of my 13-year-
old niece. She and her friends use only
cute screen names to identify them-
selves, and the only profile pictures
they post are rendered nearly unrecog-
nizable by cartoon hearts and sparkles.
Maybe it’s a start. Ø
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ANYONE who has witnessed the
megapixel one-upmanship in
camera ads might think that

computer chips run the show in digital
photography.

That’s not true. In most cameras,
lenses still form the basic image. Com-
puters have only a toehold, controlling
megapixel detectors and features like
the shutter. But in research labs, the
new discipline of computational photog-
raphy is gaining ground, taking over
jobs that were once the province of lens-
es. 

In the future, the technology of com-
putational photography may guide res-
cue robots, or endoscopes that need to
peer around artery blockages. In cam-
era phones, the technology can already
merge two exposures of the same im-
age. One day, it could even change the
focus of a picture you’ve already taken. 

At the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, one experimental camera
has no lens at all: it uses reflected light,
computer processing and other tools to
let it see around corners. 

Ramesh Raskar, leader of the Camera
Culture research group at M.I.T., aims
his camera and an ultrafast laser attach-
ment at a door half-open into a model
room containing simple objects. The la-
ser — the equivalent of a flash — fires
pulses shorter than a trillionth of a sec-
ond. Light bounces off the door, scatters
into the room, hits the objects within
and then bounces back to the detector.
Dr. Raskar traces those bouncing ech-
oes of light photon by photon, based on
when and where they land. 

From the reflected light, as well as
the room’s geometry and mathematical
modeling, he deduces the structure of
the hidden objects. “If you modify your
camera and add sophisticated process-
ing,” he said, “the camera can look
around objects and see what’s beyond.”

Steven Seitz, a professor in the de-
partment of computer science and engi-
neering at the University of Washington
in Seattle, says Dr. Raskar’s technology
will have to surmount tough obstacles

to go beyond the laboratory. “He’s dem-
onstrated that it can work, but the big
questions are when and how it can be
deployed,” Dr. Seitz said. “You will need
powerful lasers and there will be safety
issues. But the work is exciting as a
prototype.”

Shree K. Nayar, chairman of the com-
puter science department at Columbia
University, does research that includes
computational photography. “The data
megapixel sensors gather is just an in-
termediate step on the way to a pic-
ture,” he said. “We are interested in how
you design a camera that goes hand in
hand with computation to create a new
kind of picture.”

Many images produced by computa-
tional photography are seen mainly in
research — for example, in shots where

the focus has been changed after the
fact. But inexpensive applications for
ordinary camera phones are also start-
ing to appear, said Marc Levoy, a pro-
fessor of computer science and electri-
cal engineering at Stanford. 

“A year ago this wasn’t happening,”
he said. “But the industry is beginning
to think that if the megapixel war is
over, computational photography may
be the next battleground.” 

For example, consumers can buy
apps for high dynamic range, or HDR, a
common technique in computational
photography, said Frédo Durand, an as-
sociate professor at M.I.T. who collabo-
rates with Dr. Levoy. True HDR (99
cents) and Pro HDR ($1.99), both sold
at iTunes, can combine photos shot at
different exposures — one in deep shad-

ow, the other overexposed, merging
them for a dynamic range that normally
can’t be attained in a single shot. 

Professor Durand said he would like
to write his own computational photog-
raphy apps for conventional cameras.
But he can’t, because the camera’s
workings are typically closed to ama-
teur photographers. 

What feats could computation per-
form if consumer cameras were opened
to programmers? To demonstrate, Dr.
Levoy and his colleagues have created a
gallery of programmable cameras. 

Using spare parts, the team assem-
bled a prototype for a portable camera,
dubbed Frankencamera, now in its third
version, that runs on Linux, the open
operating system. Programmers can
play with the chips inside the camera
that record and process images.

There’s a cellphone Frankencamera,
too. With the support of Nokia, the
group has opened up the Nokia N900
smartphone, writing software to give
programmers more control of its com-
ponents. Details of the Frankencamera
work, including the software for the
Nokia, are available free at the Stanford

group’s Web site.
Dr. Levoy and his group have also

written applications showing the Frank-
encameras’ abilities. The Rephotogra-
phy app, for instance, lets users take a
photo in the exact spot where an earlier
one was shot. “The camera guides you
step by step, so that you mathematical-
ly find the exact same viewpoint,” said
Professor Durand, who with colleagues
created the original app.

SOON, many students may be
learning about computational
photography. Dr. Levoy has re-

ceived a grant from the National Sci-
ence Foundation for a course to intro-
duce it to graduate students at Ameri-
can universities. He and his team are
preparing materials; each packet will
include lectures, one or two of the
Frankencameras and a dozen or so of
the adapted N900s.

Dr. Seitz in Seattle says he hopes the
Frankencamera project will succeed.

“Once camera technology is opened
up so that anyone can program,” he
Seitz said, “the promise of computation-
al photography will start to pay off.” Ø
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At M.I.T., Ramesh Raskar says that by using a sophisticated processing sys-
tem, a camera will be able to “look around objects and see what’s beyond.”
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Marc Levoy of Stanford is aiming to bring computational photography to
conventional cameras and camera phones. His “Frankencamera” is at right.
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